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THE COLLAPSE OF RELIGION OF ETERNAL LOVE
PRIMITIVE FORMS OF RELIGION. Philosophers ask as to what religion and
religious belief is after all, and what it was generated from. They suggest that the
earliest ancestors of humans had still too undeveloped mind to be able and have
any general ideas, including religious ones. I am of a different opinion. At the
dawn of formation of human society, when people died, relatives and friends saw
them in their dreams, talked to them and when they woke up in the morning their
souls were filled with joyous feeling of wonderful memories and love. Though
they were dead and buried, they still went on living somewhere else, exactly with
the same body, which lay in the grave. They walked across open spaces in the
Earth got food and looked for them in the hope to find them someday. They would
never agree to accept the final loss of their loved ones. After the dreaming the
reinforced feeling of love and the possible future meeting with them did not give
them peace of mind. Further, tired of endless wandering, when they were
convinced that it was useless to look for them, people gave up vagrancy and started
settled lifestyle. Approximately 40 thousand years ago remote generations of
Adam and Eve having long wandered in vast spaces of Earth began to settle in
places where graves of their ancestors were found. To help their dead relatives in
the future life, people started to place different objects used by them into the graves
for their relatives to use in the new place where they would live. Such an approach
to the solution of the problem changes the idea of emerging of the religion of
primitive people. Thus, the original religion of mankind is a religion based on the
worship of ancestors, based on love, the love of a member of the human tribe for
other people. It was truly Christian love embedded in the consciousness of people
by the Creator. The name of this religion was love. From that time the worship of
ancestors started - being the most ancient prototype of religion. This is separate
topic of research and - as it seems to me - quite an interesting one, that can
radically change our understanding of the original forms of belief. But I will not
get distracted and will start to develop this idea in a separate article. Surely the
dreams have played a pivotal role in the formation of religion. In the primeval
culture the worship of ancestors and funerary cult were universal forms of religious
beliefs, from it began the process of the development of religious beliefs, rites and
rituals. However, I am convinced that the earliest pre-images of religion did not
arise intentionally. This would mean that the Creator left the people to mercy of
fate, but this wasn't the case. In my article "The Role of Seraphs, Cherubs and
Apocalyptic Beasts in the Formation of Religion'' I have shown that religious
thinking of people is controlled by Seraphs of course if people wish so. But it may
also mean that the Seraphs control and develop human consciousness in the
direction desirable for them. It was not difficult to control the consciousness of the
primeval people, they wished that thing themselves; the Seraphs helped them
understand the world surrounding them. At present, people believe that, apart from
the world live in, there exists quite a different, supernatural world, which we called
a parallel universe. In this world where inhabit God, the Seraphs, angels and other
servants of the Lord. The Seraphs living there govern the life of the people on
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Earth. They determine the fate of each separate individual. The Seraphs are
endowed with special supernatural powers that they use by people's desire to
provide them with invaluable assistance by developing their religious
consciousness. When I'm talking about people's desires, I mean the desire of a man
who does mental work and develops his religious consciousness. And so a
primitive religion based on love, was freely established in the minds of human
beings of the ancient world. It was not only the victory of humans but also of the
Seraphs. The rider on the horseback of the white horse, with the assistance of the
Seraphs, won not only over nature but also over his wild animal consciousness.
EMERGENCE OF POLYTHEISM AND MONOTHEISM. More than thirty
thousand years have past and during this time the human consciousness has been
changing very slowly. People gradually began to set up families, go away from
communities and live in huts. I believe people unconsciously refused services the
Seraphs and the religion of love. Simultaneously the primeval religion of love
expressed in the cult of ancestors began to gradually cede its place to other
religions. The slaveholding system and eventually the state began to form up.
Gradually, the feeling of love began to cede its place to the sense of evil and
hatred. At the same time some such most ancient forms of religion began to form
up, like magic, fetishism, totemism, idolatry, erotic rituals, but only not animism,
as most amazingly the philosophers considered for some reason in the past. I
suppose the animism was formed along with polytheism and is found at its base.
Philosophers, as you know, like to complicate things. It would be wrong to assume
that animism could be formed in the medium of half-savage and cavemen, or even
after the decline of the religion of love. In our time, the animistic theory of English
anthropologist Edward Taylor of the origin of religion retains only historical
interest. Polytheism is the belief and worship of many gods. This contrasts with
monotheism, the belief in single God. According to the priests’ imagination
stemming from the Old Testament the primeval men originally had a monotheistic
religion. At some extent they are right; in the article "Remain Faithful until Death
and I Will Grant You the Crown of Life" I pointed out that apart from the religious
centers of the human brain Creator has put the gene into the human body.
Examining the DNA of two thousand volunteers, Dean Hamer found that all of the
believers in God have the gene VMAT2. However, this does not imply that
primitive man worshiped God the way people do in our times. When God created
the man, He put in his brain the religion of love, so that they would accept and
develop it to the extent of development of human consciousness with the help of
the Seraphs. However, most researchers tend to believe that polytheism is the
oldest form of religious life from which monotheism arose. But I do not agree with
this; the most ancient religion, as I have shown, is a religion of love.
I was interested as to what the commandments of magic, fetishism, totemism,
animism, polytheism and monotheism are. I have studied this issue and sadly
discovered that there exist commandments only in Hinduism, Buddhism and the
Abrahamic religions, and the commandment of love exists only in Christian
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doctrine. We say that God is love. This is true, because early humans held the
religion of love for tens of thousands years and you can see as to how long they
have existed peacefully until they decided to refuse the help of God and the
Seraphs and created other religions. Man is free to think and act as he wants which
is the will of the Creator. And because He knew beforehand all history of mankind
from beginning to end, he was forced from the outset to put all these religions into
the consciousness of people regardless of religious persuasion, so that those would
emerge later on at people's wish. Everyone can think and do as he wishes, this has
been arranged by the Creator, and the duty of the Seraphs is to help humans as they
desire it.
CHRIST'S APPEARING. The rider of the red horse described in Revelation of St.
John the Theologian, marched across the expanses of the earth shedding rivers of
blood. Mankind passed to slaveholding system, set up slaveholding states and
totally forgot religion of love given as gift by creator. In times of Old Testament
people were stupid, wicked and lecherous. To keep the human passions, God gave
them the Ten Commandments, handing those to Moses. However, as it became
clear later on, that was not enough. But God so loved the humans that sent His only
begotten Son to earth to help people have eternal life. Jesus came to us to tell us
the following: "Believe, love and let hope become the soul of your entire life. On
this earth there is another, spiritual world, another - more perfect life. I know it; I
came from there and will lead you there too. But to get there, you must realize it
here on earth - first at your heart, then in the world surrounding you. And you
should realize it with love and with active charity. Jesus raises the inner life of the
soul above all the external factors, the invisible - above the visible, the Kingdom of
Heaven - above all earthly goods. Love your neighbor as yourself and be perfect as
your heavenly Father. Here are the two commandments of Christ's love, which
shocked the mankind. Dt 6:4 "Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one Lord; and
you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and
with all your might. "Lv 19:18" You shall love your neighbor as yourself". Jesus
said that the entire law and the prophets are held on these two commandments.
There has been written a lot about Jesus and the Christian faith for two thousand
years and I do not think I could have something new to add. I would like to write
about an unrealized Christian love, the love of God that was once again denied by
ungrateful mankind. When I completed the deciphering of "Revelation of St. John
the Theologian" and started thinking about its content, I asked myself why the
Lord wants to take away New Testament, the Gospel of four and higher clergy
from the Christians. Why does he want to replace it with the New Gospel that will
be written by twelve ministers of the Church of Christ under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit. And I arrived at a very sad conclusion. The Clergy, together with
humanity reject His first two and most important commandments: the love of one's
neighbor and hence the love of God. I came to this conclusion for the following
reasons:
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1. Paul possessed enormous energy and industriousness. Jesus knew this, and in
spite of the fact that he was not His disciple and as how He foresaw the future,
only he could spread the new religious doctrine among the Gentiles. We must
admit that he was great success in it. Early in the third century the first public
buildings for the Christian liturgical assemblies already started to emerge in Rome.
In the year 313 it was officially announced about the joining of the official church
with the Roman state. The church became a state organization, headed by the
emperor. Against the teachings of Christ. The Inquisition was established as far
back as since the late fourth century to combat the heretics and in the thirteenth
century it was singled out as a special institution. Then, in the reign of subsequent
popes, it started to feature as a special institution. How could the church - designed
to show the love of Christ on earth - reach such inhumanity as the establishment of
the Inquisition to combat with heretics? It is believed that the Inquisition and its
horrors stem from the doctrine that supposedly it is better to destroy the body, than
to let the soul die. The horror of the Inquisition with its countless victims consists
in this terrible delusion of the inquisitors as regards the salvation of souls of
heretics. The human mind may hardly ever come up with anything more cruel and
painful, than what was applied to "save" souls of heretics by inquisitorial tribunals.
But I do not believe in it. They invented it, to somehow explain the manifestation
of their animal instincts. The Christian church was already not the church of Christ
according to the definition of Christ in the message to seven churches but it was a
dead church - the Church of Sardis.
2. POPE KILLER. Pope Urban II in 1095, summoned a cathedral meeting, which
was attended by two hundred bishops, four thousand priests, and thirty thousand
laymen. Byzantine Emperor Alex sent his representatives, who spoke about the
calamitous situation of Eastern Christians and that the Turks wanted to wipe out all
Christians from the surface of the earth. In the end a decision was made about the
so-called crusade in the name of the Lord's Cross. Participants in the campaign
were to sew crosses on their clothes. The Pope made a speech that was interrupted
by the enthusiastic cries of the crowd. Then he granted "absolution" to all that
would take part in the crusade, declaring at the same time that those killed in the
war would receive a crown of martyrs.
The Second Crusade initiated by Pope Eugene III in 1147, and in 1190 the Pontiff
started the Third Crusade. The organizer of the last three Crusades was Pope
Innocentius III. Almost at all times the history of Christianity the church was
subordinated to the state, which certainly prevented her from making independent
decisions on the path of education of the human consciousness in the spirit of the
commandments of Christ.
When making decisions the popes were guided not by spiritual, theological
arguments, but by purely secular criteria. For every Christian not to be scared in
addressing the tasks set against themselves and not to refuse implementing those, I
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will give an example having happened with Peter. When Peter was in Rome he fled
from persecution, met Jesus at the city gates on Via Appia who came to town with
a cross on his shoulder. "Domine, quo vadis?" (Lord, where are you going? ") - He
asked Jesus, startled. And Jesus replied: "I came to Rome to be crucified again on
the cross." Peter understood the meaning of these words and being ashamed and
turned away.
Our Lord took a whip and expelled from the temple those who turned it into a
place of profitable bargains. Just the same way the Popes changed the Church from
spiritual power into economic power along with the banks and global domination.
In terms of worldly concepts the power of Vatican was established by papacy.
According to St. Malachy's prophecies fate prepared a tragic end for institute of
papacy, and, in his opinion, when the Holy See was engaged by the 112th pope
named Peter of Rome or Roman Peter or Peter II it will be the end of the world, the
Apocalypse. "In extreme persecution, the seat of the Holy Roman Church will be
occupied by Peter the Roman, who will feed the sheep through many tribulations,
at the term of which the city of seven hills will be destroyed, and the formidable
Judge will judge the people. The End." Currently the 111th Pope Benedict XVI is
on the holy throne.
3.ARMEYSKOE CLERGY. Chaplain. The term "chaplain" was being used in
Western armies since ancient times - since the IV century. It denotes a spiritual
person who is in the army and commits spiritual rituals, sacraments and spiritually
supports parishioners among the servicemen.
Today there exist Institutes of military priests or so called chaplains in many
armies in the world. In Western Europe chaplain service is aimed primarily at the
spiritual support of the military servicemen. For example the masses of the British
Army were being held in military churches. In each of the garrison, as a rule,
several churches of different denominations operate. In the case of passage on the
field of military operations deployment of field an altar is provided for in all
military contingents. Everything is clear, but I do not understand, what the
Christian faith has to do with the armed forces, military operations, where as we
may guess some people may be killed. Perhaps I should explain what this means?
Will someone explain to me what is happening? It seems to me that the whole
world has gone mad.
I do not even know how to express the abomination I feel. Why are Christian
leaders always doing their best to raise Christ on the cross? Who is responsible for
it? Certainly not the state authorities! Maybe Vatican, with its numerous clergy,
which is absolutely unpredictable and it is not known as to what other surprises it
has in store for us, or other Christian leaders that dancing to the tune of politicians
do things being completely unclear. I think that at this point it is appropriate to
state as follows:
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Christ is ready to pour the fire of His love into every longing heart. But people
have directed their free will towards something else. They provide a place in their
hearts to the fire of enmity, the fire of hatred.
I am very sorry to be forced to say such words. There's no need to go to the side of
the smallest resistance, so do only the weak people. And I still would like to
believe that the higher clergy, having become weakened from impunity, and
having lost control over their actions, will finally come to their senses and will start
to reconsider their positions and actions.
4. SANCTITY AND PURITY OF THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION. "Be ye not
unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness
with unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? And what
concord hath Christ with Belial? or what part hath he that believeth with an
infidel? And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols? for ye are the
temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell in them, and walk in them;
and I will be their God, and they shall be my people" 2 (Corinthians 6:14-16) .
Bible's answer to this question is: "there's nothing in common".
Currently it is spoken a lot about the Masons, have penetrated into the ranks of
Catholic Church, Anglican and other churches. On the Internet I use it is written a
lot about them, basically bad or contradictory things, and since it is a secret
organization, I do not know anything definite about them. It is said that
Freemasonry is a syncretic religion; all the gods are put on one level! I have a
question. In politics there exist different parties, for example in U.S. Republicans
and Democrats. As far as I know, it is impossible that for example Democrats
would have started to create democratic wing of the Republican Party. I doubt that
members of the Republican Party will agree to see their opponents in their ranks. It
would not make any sense. Then what will the Masons do in Christian churches,
especially when they are hiding something from their parishioners, who will start
looking at them askew and with suspicion. In short, even if the Masons or
something else try to threaten the Christian world, it will not work. In the
Revelation to St. John the Theologian, we have seen the fighting Holy Spirit: "John
beholds civilization, the science, the head of the states and the political figures
fighting against the Church. In this battle the science and civilization were
destroyed and taking the image of the beast and worshiping its image, He with His
sword coming out from the mouth - Gospel according to twelve, transferred the
heartless creatures, otherwise Civilization would have led the mankind to the
inevitable loss". As you see, the Christian religion is invincible, I have written
about it in my interpretation of the nineteenth chapter of "Revelation". Our Lord
has two billion three hundred million followers, which is why it is absolutely
impossible to defeat them. The whole ideology of Jesus leads to the fact that the
persons having become liberated from attachment of the material world
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permanently pass away to the spiritual world - to the kingdom of heaven after
death.
Truly happy was the man when he still had no pockets, personal property and
danced around bonfire. He was filled with a gift of God of unbridled emotion of
love as a religion, which he expressed in a whirl of his dance.
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